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ouis Berk is a photographer
with a passion for urban
landscapes and for challenging perceptions of the inner-City.
His photography has appeared on
book covers and in publications
including The Financial Times
and The Big Issue and he has
exhibited at the Mall Galleries and
the Cotton Centre in London.
Over the past 12 years, Louis
has earned a reputation as a fine
art and documentary photographer, largely concentrating on the
East End of London. “I generally only work in colour and I
particularly aim to produce vivid
captures which have impact”, says
Louis.
In 2008 he published Walk to
Work, a four-year photographic
study of the London districts
of Spitalfields, Shoreditch and
Whitechapel. This was followed, in
2010, by School Work: One Day
in the Life of an Outstanding
Secondary School, which is a
pictorial investigation into the
operation of a modern secondary
school in Whitechapel where
Louis worked for many years
and, in 2012, Ampthill: A Picture

3: Louis Berk – documenting London

Book to Remember Her By,
which is Louis’ personal architectural perspective on the unusual
colour-coded tower blocks at
Mornington Crescent, in London.
His latest book, Whitechapel
in 50 Buildings, was created with
historian, author, and prize-winning Blue Badge Guide, Rachel
Kolsky. Their collaboration came
about because of what Rachel
describes as a serendipitous meeting at Brady Street cemetery, in
Whitechapel, while Louis was photographing for his Walk to Work

Religious buildings are landmarks – like the
Synagogue of the Congregation of Jacob, and St George in the East, right
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book and Rachel was delving into
the social history of the same area
of London.
“My philosophy in life”, says
Louis, “is that you don’t have to
get on a plane take photographs,
shoot what is near you”. While he
was working on a self-published
project shooting one of the oldest
Jewish cemeteries in London, next
door to his school, the cemetery owners introduced Louis to
Amberley Publishing, with have a
publications list including the ‘In
50 Buildings’ series and another
series on ‘Secret’ locations. “I
explained that I had already been
photographing in the area and
knew it well and told them about
Rachel’s expertise as an architectural historian”, explains Louis.
The exciting consequence was that

the duo signed contracts for three
books with Amberley, the second
of which, Secret Whitechapel, will
be published in November 2017.
The co-authors state that one
aim for the Whitechapel in 50
Buildings book was to map the
journey of the various immigrant
communities who have lived
and contributed to the area,
from the Huguenot weavers in
the eighteenth century, the large
Jewish community of the late
nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries up to the recent growth
of the Bangladeshi community, as
evidenced by the changing face of
Brick Lane.
The book is laid out so that the
buildings are listed in chronological order by date of construction.
Most of the images show exterior

architecture, and each building
has at least one photograph,
with a few being depicted from
alternative angles, in two or three
images.
Most of the photography was
completed in around five months,
between March and July 2016.
Louis used some images that he
had accumulated “pounding the
streets”, over the previous 13
years, although this was a limited
number as he “wanted the images
to be contemporary”.
How the specific fifty buildings
were chosen was, Louis explains,
very simple. “Rachel and I just
compiled two lists of buildings
and when we sat down to compare them, we found that they
were very similar, with only about
half-a-dozen differences. The plan
was then to go around and take
the best possible photographs of
each building.”
This proved more difficult with
some buildings than others – as
with Spitalfields Market and the
old Godfrey Philips Ltd cigarette
factory. “I went back there about
four times, on Sunday mornings,
to get the road completely free
of cars and to make sure that
I got the sunlight in the right
place” Louis explains. “One of
the things I like about London
is how surprisingly empty it can
be on Sunday mornings. I mean
really empty. Here is this bustling
metropolis, and there is no one at
all around.”
Louis has found that many of
his images which have received
very positive feedback are often
those which were shot early in
the morning. One exception is
an image of the Whitechapel Art
Gallery, which was captured in
the middle of the day. However,
as Louis explains, “the traffic
pattern was such that there were
quite long absences between cars.
I can’t remember why I took it
in the middle of the day, perhaps
I’d been shooting an interior and
walked back that way. The traffic
just cleared for a moment and it
was like, wow, I’m going to take
that photograph.”
The weather is a crucial consideration for Louis. “I’m looking
at the weather all the time. My
wife gets annoyed with me because I have this weather app, and

The commercial history of the area shows in its buildings – the Bell Foundry (above)
closed while the book was being prepared. Below, Co-Operative magnificence.

I can tell her precisely what it’s
going to be like at any hour of the
day”, he says.
Louis feels that his choice
of camera gear, for buildings
photography, might surprise many

photographers. “It surprises me,
too”, he explains. “I had a period
when I wasn’t using digital cameras at all. When I was working on
the East End Cemeteries project,
for example, I was shooting

everything on medium format film
stock, with a Hasselblad.
“However, because I also
have an amateur interest in bird
photography the Micro Four
Thirds system appealed to me,
because of the 2X sensor crop
factor. Panasonic announced a
100-400mm zoom, which sounded like great birding lens, and I
bought it along with a Panasonic
GX8 which came with a 12-35mm
ƒ2.8 zoom lens. I took it with
me to Whitechapel one day and
found it just so easy to use. The
controls seemed to be in the right
place, the menus made sense
and the image quality was pretty
damn good. The lens that I use the
most with the GX8 is the Olympus
17-14mm ƒ2.8 Pro. It’s beautifully
built and amazingly sharp. Most of
the new photographs in the book
are taken with the GX8 and the
Olympus lens and some with the
Panasonic 12-35mm.”
Louis feels that not everyone
will agree with his views on equipment – his personal philosophy
is that the camera is immaterial;
it is the content of the image that
is important. But there was a
time only a few years ago when it
seemed almost every photographer pointing a serious-looking
camera at a building in London
was being accosted by security
officials and being told not to take
photographs. Louis has had this
experience, albeit only a small
number of times. This may be
because of campaigns such as
PHNAT – I’m a Photographer; Not
a Terrorist – and an increased
level of enlightenment among
security officials.
Louis is also cognisant of the
‘rules’ regarding photography
in public places and of how to
act with them in mind, to avoid
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running up against potential problems. “There is nothing to stop
me from photographing buildings
from the street. It’s when you
enter property that you can run
into problems, and I never do
that, to take photographs. I can always state that I was on the other
side of the street, or certainly not
on the property when I took the
photograph. If I do need to enter
property, such as for the images
of church interiors, I will always
seek permission and only photograph if I get it.”
So, what might this experienced buildings photographer
want to change about his working
experience? “I have two main
bugbears around photographing
in London”, Louis says. “One is
that many of our lovely buildings
can’t be fully appreciated because
of street parking: cars just get in
the way. I could not get a good
photograph of Hanbury Hall without having parked cars in front of
it, which is very frustrating.
“The other issue I have is
street furniture. I don’t know what
town planners must be thinking,
sometimes. I was photographing
outside The People’s Palace for
Secret Whitechapel and there

was a great big bus shelter right
in front of an architecturally
significant frieze on the wall.
Didn’t somebody think it might be
possible to put the shelter twenty
yards further away? It wouldn’t
make that much difference.
“I see a lot of things that are
incredibly incongruous in terms
of protecting the view of our
architectural heritage. When I
look at something architecturally
significant I might suddenly realise that there is a rubbish bin, or
a stop sign or a pole with parking
restrictions stuck in front of it.”
Louis’ passion for photographing his corner of London shines
through in his photographs and
it is reflected in the success of
his work. Whitechapel in 50
Buildings has been reprinted
twice since its publication and
sales are growing internationally.
Louis Berk is, quite literally, a
photographer streets ahead of his
rivals.
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Whitechapel in 50 Buildings,
Amberley, ISBN 978-1445661902
Louis Berk:
http://www.louisberk.com
Rachel Kolsky Go London Tours:
http://www.golondontours.com/

ne of the issues when
testing any paper is
whether or not it will
have the right information and
ICC profile available off the shelf
to let work start. This can also
affect working photographers if
a specific paper type is needed,
or new stock must be bought in
to ensure a set of prints match. I
have a workroom full of hundreds,
possibly thousands, of sheets of
inkjet paper but rarely more than a
single box of any one type.
When I produced an exhibition
of 48 prints in 2012, in addition
to buying in a set of matching
frames I had to buy paper. I opted
for something which I knew
worked effortlessly, Epson’s own
Professional Lustre Photo Paper,
and needed 200 sheets of A3 to
complete the prints and have a
choices to set aside.
This was a mistake. In the
mounts, the lustre photo paper
doesn’t lie dead flat so its thickness
(thin) and type (a resin-coated
regular photo paper) become only
too obvious under the gallery
lights. Prints did sell, of course, but
not to anyone who was concerned
about the fine art status, archival
quality or craftsmanship involved
in the printing. They do not look
like art editions, even if some were
unique, and a few years later I’m
tempted to remove them all from
the frames and make new prints
on a completely different kind of
paper.
Black and white also proved
far more saleable than colour.
Today I wouldn’t think hard about
converting ALL images to pure
monochrome or a tint, even with
a vintage look added using an
action or preset. The few which
had that treatment were preferred
by visitors.
A paper which is just as easy
to print on but looks more like a
hand-pulled lithograph, Permajet
Portrait Rag 285 was mentioned in
our last issue by Carmen Norman
as the paper she used for her
‘100 Years of Portrait’ exhibition.
I was very impressed by the way
the paper gave black and white

Permajet Portrait Rag 285 is well suited to high key images with a range from deep
blacks to pure whites. A portrait which has clear faults in colour, above, makes a
good high key print (using NIK SilverFX 2 ‘Fine Art High Key’ and PortraitPro 17).

an extremely deep maximum
black, without needing to be a
gloss finish. In the past this kind of
intense black was hard to achieve
on matt or semi-matt photo
papers (darkroom variety). The
French Lumière Velvet finish and
Kodak’s Royal Bromesko Velvet
looked as their name indicated,
but the deepest tones were a
warm black.

Portrait Rag, in contrast,
can print any black you specify
including the purest multi-ink
blacks like those from the Epson
K4 set (matt, light light, light
and medium black). It has an
unusually high d-Max which just
seems to suck in light. Permajet’s
advertising mentions High Key
Portraiture which some might
find surprising given this quality,

but actually, it’s correct. The best
high key work does not have
weak blacks, it relies on a small
percentage of intense black to
emphasise the bright skin tones.
Portrait Rag 285 would also be
suitable for gritty high contrast
work (like the picture with the
beard on the packaging). It gives
the print a look of photogravure
or etching, and if it was given a
debossed ‘plate’ area for the image
to resemble a hand-pulled edition
the illusion would be complete.
The paper base itself calipers
at 0.42mm, it’s fairly rigid, but
at least in my Epson P3800 can
not be fed in the front hopper as
this prevents the correct paper
type being set. So it’s a single
sheet feed printing session (other
printers will vary). Permajet
provides comprehensive info
in the paper box on printer
settings for all papers, and for this
recommends setting Velvet Fine
Art as the Epson paper type. The
downloadable generic profile is
coded to indicate you should set
Watercolor Paper Radiant White
but this can be ignored, custom
profiles use VFA – which was also
better with the generic profile.
With almost no texture, Portrait
Rag can also be used for fine art
proofing. It is a clean 100% cotton
rag white paper with a hint of
warmth and no UV brightener,
good archival qualities and a
surface which should resist ink
migration to any folder or book it’s
stored in.
If you produce predominantly
dark prints, with heavy
background tones in what is
perceived as a fine art mode, you
will use so much ink that print
costs will be several times the
manufacturer’s average figures,
no matter what printer is used.
Develop a high key pencil outline
sketch process and you’ll win on
consumables. With a paper like
this, you’ll also be able to price the
artwork above a standard photo
print.
– David Kilpatrick
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